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Abstract. Random but visually nice shapes are often needed for cognitive experiments and 

processes. This study describes a heuristic for generating random but nice shapes. We call 

them placated shapes. These shapes are produced by applying the Gaussian blur to ran-

domly generated polygons. Subsequently, the threshold is set to transform pixels to black 

and white from different shades of gray. This transformation produces placated shapes for 

easier estimation of areas. Randomly generated placated shapes are used for testing the 

accuracy of cognitive processes by pairwise comparisons. They can also be used in many 

other areas such as computer games or software testing. Such shapes could also be used for 

camouflaging heavy army equipment. 
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Introduction 

Our study demonstrates an algorithm for generating placated random shapes. 

No one really knows what a nice shape is. However, we can recognize nice shapes 

once we see them. The observer can judge how successful we were in our attempt. 

Generating totally random shapes is easy: generate random coordinates, place one 

pixel, and keep adding other random pixels to it. We have not done it here since we 

need random shapes that are not only nice but also not too difficult to estimate their 

areas for a specific experiment (pairwise comparisons). Amongst many others, 

random shapes are needed for testing and computer games. A 1D case (randomly 

generated bars) for testing the accuracy of pairwise comparisons was published in 

[1] and [2] as the first statistically correct study in the world. The random bar 

length estimation error went down from approximately 15% (by direct method) to 

approximately 5% by pairwise comparisons method. 

Evidently, it was not easy to find a solution to a 2D case since random but nice 

shapes needed to be generated. A diabolical experiment was designed and pub-

lished in [3] where random but equal in area shapes were used. However, the 

shapes, although random, were a product of a human hand (as described in [4]) 
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where “a combination of  rough pencil and brush strokes were used for Gaussian 

blurring” was proposed by the second author as his major contribution to [4]. 

Respondents were tricked into comparing random but equal shapes (according to the 

area) without knowing that all shapes had identical area. This cognitive experiment 

was designed by Koczkodaj and reported in [3]. The results of the cognitive experi- 

ment were rather astonishing. Only a few respondents guessed the area equality. 

The estimation of one area shape to be up to 10 times bigger than area of another 

shape was not infrequent. 

1. Description of a heuristic for placated random shape generation 

1.1. Rationale 

Our shape generation begins with generating a random polygon. It can be 

degenerated (e.g., with holes). Several heuristics were presented for the random 

generation of polygons and implemented as the RPG (Random Polygon Generator) 

software package [5]. Although it is possible to generate nice random shapes, the 

RPG heuristic algorithms are considerably complex to implement. They are de-

signed to generate polygons with specific features from arbitrary sets of prescribed 

vertices. Our approach is more efficient. There is no need to compute polygons 

because we blur them and cut at a randomly chosen threshold to obtain smooth-

ness. In particular, there is no need to enforce topological shape constraints. So, we 

make no effort to ensure that the polygons are simply connected (in the sense of 

topology), since this property may be lost after blurring. In our approach, connect-

edness follows from generating a closed polygonal curve from the seed points, and 

it is maintained by blurring and thresholding with a sufficiently permissive cut-off. 

Obviously, the results depend on the number of points N and how we generate 

random coordinates. The method used to generate a curve from the random coordi-

nates, the blur radius, and the threshold value also influence the look of shapes. 

In principle, any interpolatory or smoothing curve generation method (B-splines, 

Bézier, Hermite, etc.) could be used to generate the curve from the random points. 

We use the simplest linear spline interpolation, a.k.a. “join the dots with straight 

lines”. The curve should not be too thin, otherwise the final thresholding may intro- 

duce aliasing artifacts when the blur is applied. Blurring gives a smoother intensity 

surface, which leads to a smoother shape after post-thresholding. The number of 

randomly generated points N should be large enough so that the polygonal curve is 

non-trivial. We recommend using at least ten points unless N is itself a random 

variable. By letting N take lower values, very simple shapes would be generated. 

On the other hand, N should not be so large that random variations in the random 

coordinates are averaged out by the blurring process, resulting in a featureless 

blob. 

A Java random number function has been used for point coordinates by 

rescaling the random number. It has been done in such a way that the points fit 
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in the assumed canvas which is in our case 250 by 250 pixels. In our prototype, we 

have used a cut-off algorithm which is not optimized. It takes (on average) two 

minutes to generate one picture, even for a small canvas. Blurring adds the “mild 

and soft” look to an initial rough shape. Attractive for its simplicity, this approach 

has great potential. As of now, the points are uniformly distributed in a square 

and the collection of generated shapes is not rotation invariant for any point of 

the figure. As a consequence, the generated shapes have angles which are not 

uniformly distributed, which is easy to fix. Instead of drawing the points from 

a uniform distribution, we draw them from a rotation invariant distribution. 

1.2. The random shape heuristic algorithm 

It is a natural temptation to draw a swirling line or a curve when we attempt to 

generate a “random but nice” shape. However, designing an algorithm or a heuris-

tic for such a “random line” is not easy. Certainly, we can go left, right, up, or 

down randomly and we can also choose a random number of steps but such a line 

will be very rigid and may cross itself many times.  Table 1 shows a heuristic algo-

rithm which we have implemented. 

Table 1 

Placated random shape generation heuristic algorithm 

Generate random polygon 

Apply Gaussian blur with a randomly chosen parameter 

Select random threshold for turning pixels to black (with values 

below the random threshold) and white (above the random threshold) 

1.3. Gaussian blur example 

The Gaussian blur is obtained by applying the following Gaussian function: 
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where x is the distance from the origin in the horizontal axis, y is the distance 

from the origin in the vertical axis, and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian 

distribution. By “smearing” an image with a Gaussian blur, we make it nicer. In 

essence, each pixel is mapped into a weighted average of that pixel's neighborhood. 

The highest Gaussian value (weight) is given to the original pixel, while the neigh-

boring pixels receive smaller weights, since their distance to the original pixel 

increases. Here is an illustration example of using a program written in Java that 

applies a Gaussian blur to a randomly created shape and a 15 x 15 Gaussian filter. 

The kernel used for blurring Figure 1 is (2). 
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Fig. 1. Before and after blurring 

Figure 1 shows a randomly generated shape before and after applying a Gaus-

sian blur with a 15 radius. The smoothness is apparent in this figure. 

1.4. Dealing with holes 

Shapes that are randomly generated with the growing number of points N are 

expected to have holes in them. To get a nice-looking shape without holes, we can 

adjust the parameters to get the most desired looking shape. By the parameters, we 

understand the Gaussian blur radius and the threshold value. In the first example, 

Figure 2a, the shape is randomly generated and constructed by 7 points. As we can 

see, the shape does not look excessively nice. They look like three different, but 

not completely, connected shapes. Getting a nice smooth-looking shape requires 

some image processing. First, we will apply the Gaussian blur of different radius 

values and then we will apply a threshold with the appropriate pixel value. 
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Applying a Gaussian blur with a radius of 20 produces Figure 2b. The shape is 

more connected now but there is a large hole in the center. By applying a threshold 

of 100, we get the shapes shown in Figure 2c. There are three separate shapes 

which are not desired. The larger threshold  brings us closer to our goal. For the 

200 threshold, the hole is still there (Fig. 2d) while our goal is a randomly gener-

ated nice looking shape with no holes. However, the hole is large, hence the 

threshold value should still be larger to eliminate the hole. The threshold 254 is still 

insufficient in removing the hole. Finally, the threshold value 255 is good enough 

to remove the hole. Unfortunately, the shape size has increased and some parts of it 

are no longer visible hence this violates the “niceness” of the shape.  
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Fig. 2. Example using 7 points shape 

Figure 2e shows the hole for the 254 threshold. Processing the same shape, 

a larger Gaussian blur radius with an appropriate threshold, can remedy the problem. 

Figure 2g shows the processed image after applying a Gaussian radius of 40 and 

a 127 threshold. It is all connected and without holes as desired, but what about the 

two strange-looking narrow nicks in Figure 2g. To eliminate them, a larger thresh-

old must be used. The magic threshold number for this particular shape that will 

result in the desired shape, is 218. Using a 40 Gaussian radius and the 218 thresh-

old will produce the placated smooth-looking shape that is randomly generated 

(Fig. 2h). 

Figure 3 demonstrates a different example where the randomly generated shape 

is sharp and has a large hole in the middle (Fig. 3a). You can see that the area cov-

ered in black is smaller than the one it was in the previous original shape (Fig. 2a). 

The white hole here is smaller. The Gaussian blur with a smaller radius makes it 

possible to get the desired image. The value can be as low as 10 but the threshold 

must be 254 for this to work. The blurred image looks like Figure 3b and after 

applying the threshold is Figure 3c. As you can see, the shape is not very “nice”. 

A larger Gaussian filter will make things better, Figure 3d with a Gaussian radius 

of 35. A threshold of 240 will result in the following smooth placated looking 

shape (Fig. 3e). 
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Fig. 3. Example using a star looking random shape 

In this third example, there is an 8 points shape with 2 holes (Fig. 4a). By apply- 

ing a Gaussian blur filter with the value of 25, the result will be a shape in Figure 4b. 

The threshold 127 generates two shapes (Fig. 4c). This is not acceptable. By increa- 

sing the Gaussian blur radius to 45 and setting the threshold value to 150, we get 

a shape without holes (Fig. 4d). Whenever the threshold increases, the two “arms” 

of the shape come closer to each other until they meet and construct a new hole. 

Figure 4e is the shape when the threshold is 157. By increasing the threshold to 

206, we get a placated shape with no holes (Fig. 4f). 
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Fig. 4. Example using a 8 points random shape 

The next example is more extreme. With too many holes in the randomly gener-

ated shape, a higher Gaussian blur radius value is needed to get the nice shape de-

sired. Here, a 75 Gaussian radius is used with a 182 threshold (Fig. 5). 

 

 

Fig. 5. Shape with more holes 

In this last example, a 50 points random shape was generated. The number of 

holes here is very difficult to count. By applying a Gaussian blur with a 50 radius 
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and a 127 threshold, the shape shown in Figure 6a is produced. To get the nice 

shape out of it, a 150 Gaussian blur radius and a 127 threshold are used for the 

shape in Figure 6b. 
 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 6. Shape constructed using 50 points with too many holes 

2. Java Implementation 

Java has been chosen for implementation since its applications are typically 

compiled to bytecode (class file) that can run on any Java virtual machine (JVM) 

regardless of computer architecture. It was important considering the results of this 

project will be used for another project related to pairwise comparisons and data 

gathering will take place by the Internet and smart phones. 

2.1. Generate the random shape 

First, the random number of points is generated by: 

int randomNumberOfPoints= min + (int)(Math.random() * ((max - min) + 

1)); 

Afterwards, we can generate an array of type Point with the size of the number 

of point and to generate the x and y coordinates we used the following code: 

Point[] points = new Point[randomNumberOfPoints]; 

RandomPoints rp = new RandomPoints(randomNumberOfPoints, 

imageSize); 

We took into consideration the image size so we can accommodate all parts of the 

image after the Gaussian blur is applied. Then, the fillPolygon method was used to 

draw the shape. 
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2.2. Applying the blur and the cut-off 

Applying the blur was done with the help of the ConvolveOp class illustrated 

in Figure 7. Performing the cut-off was done by checking each pixel and setting 

the pixel value to 0 (black) for values below the threshold and to 255 (white) 

(Fig. 8). It will be optimized in time. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Gaussian blur 

 

Fig. 8. The cut-off 
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Conclusions 

The beauty of the proposed random generation of placated but random shapes is 

the simplicity of the proposed new image processing method. However, it is worth  

noticing that the proposed method is simple yet not simplistic. Many former attempts, 

such as: Bézier parametric curve, Voronoi diagrams, and Turtle graphics, have 

failed in the past. The attempt will be made to have it as a plug-in for open source 

image processing systems (such as GIMP) when the software is perfected and 

extended to other filtering methods and includes the bump function. The results 

of this study will be used to test the accuracy of pairwise comparisons using 2D 

random but not equal in area shapes. 
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